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 hallo oops i need the latest version of vim that i can install from the command line...how can i do that? sorry is that a question?
Ziggy_: sudo apt-get install vim or from the software center oh ok thanks hateball i knew that one Ziggy_: which do you prefer?

i prefer the command line Ziggy_: well you can choose what to install from the software center, or use "sudo apt-get install
packagename" in a terminal ok thanks is it normal for the apt-get upgrade not to have a clean reboot? Ziggy_: It does not, it will
just update the current session ok thanks hateball Ziggy_: If you want a full reboot and have control of the machine, switch to a
console and do it that way ok i wanted to ask a question about the terminal when i am using it i use the backticks and it seems to
be a command shell so if i am using the terminal as a normal user and i want to use apt-get update then i just do apt-get update

from the terminal? or i can just do apt-get update from the graphical user interface if i am logged in as a normal user? Ziggy_: I
would use a terminal window, you can switch between terminal and gui easily Ziggy_: In other words if you want a graphical

thing, do it thanks o/ no one's answered my question... Should I use the 64bit or 32bit version of the Ubuntu 14.04LTS? I heard
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the benefits of the 64bit version, but I don't know why anyone would want that 82157476af
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